Spin polarization is known to lead to important magnetic and optical effects in open-shell atoms and elemental solids, but has rarely been implicated in controlling structural selectivity in compounds and alloys. Here we show that spin-polarized electronic structure calculations are crucial for predicting the correct T = 0 crystal structures for Pd3X and PtiX compounds. Spin polarization leads to (i) stabilization of the L12 structure over the D022 structure in Pt3Cr, Pd3Cr, and Pd3Mn, (ii) 
(for X = Co and Ni, the systems phase separate).
The origin of such regularities was the subject of nurnerous investigations including the d-electron "generalized perturbation method" (GPM) [4] , and first-principles calculations [5 -7] . However, these calculations failed to reproduce the observed structural trends. These calculations were nonmagnetic (NM), i.e. , without spin polarization.
This appeared to be a reasonable assumption, since one expects that an alloy rich in a nonmagnetic component (e.g. , Pd3Cr) or one without any magnetic components (e.g. , Pd3V) will not have any significant magnetic effects. We demonstrate here that spin polarization has a crucial infIuence on the structural stability of Pd3X and Pt3X compounds: It stabilizes the observed L12 structure over the D022 structure in Pt3Cr, Pd3Cr, and Pd3Mn, the DO~2 structure over the L12 structure in Pd3Co, and is responsible for compound formation (rather than phase separation) in Pt3Co and Pd3Cr. The key insight to stability in compounds and alloys has traditionally been the association of stability with low density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy EF [8] .
Nicholson et al. [5] noted that for transition metal aluminides the more stable of the two structures (Llz or DOzz) corresponds to the one with smaller DOS at the [10] . We see that the structure with the lower calculated NM total energy (Table I) indeed has a lower calculated NM N(EF) (Fig. 2 [2] . One also notices that the AH are lower in the Pt alloys than in the corresponding Pd alloys. The increased stability in Pt alloys has been addressed previously in Ref. [16] .
In summary, we have shown that theoretically unstable nonmagnetic structures which involve magnetic atoms and possess large N(EF), may be stabilized by splitting the near EF peak in the DOS and forming a local magnetic moment with a concomitant lowering of N(EF) and the total energy. Therefore theoretical studies of the stability of compounds with a large value of a NM N(EF) should be carefully tested for magnetic ordering which can often change the predictions of the ground state crystal structure.
